The reactivity balance method commonly used for measuring inserted anomalous reactivities was applied to the HTR (Hitachi Training Reactor).
The reactivities taken into consideration included the kinetic reactivity, as well as those associated with the control rod, power feedback, coolant inlet temperature and Xe buildup.
The reactivity balance data were obtained to cover start-up operation, as well as at various power levels including full rated power. These results obtained show that the errors associated errors being due to the one point approximation and to inaccuracies in the constants used in the equations.
The fluctuations of residual reactivity are attributed to power fluctuations, to uncertainties in the measurement of the coolant inlet temperature and in the determination of control rod position.
The scattering about the zero reactivity line caused by these fluctuations was evaluAnomalous reactivity was inserted artificially by means of shim rod movement, and was detected.
The discrepancy between the residual reactivity calculated by this method and the actual worth of the inserted anomalous reactivity, which was a measure of the sensitivity of INTRODUCTION
The reactivity balance method is attracting attention as a means of early malfunction detection in the reactor and of preventing accidental reactivity addition. In Table 2 there is a description of the notations and the values of the constants.
The right-hand side of Eq. (10) is inte- Table  3 . The curve fitted to the plots is represented by the solid line in Fig. 1 . at the j-th time step. The values of the constants used in Eq. (29) are given in Table 4 . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were performed under four different operational conditions: (a) start-up, (b) full rated power (100kW) and reduced power levels of (c) 10kW and (d) 50kW, at which anomalous reactivities were artificially inserted by shim rod intermission. Figure 2 shows the results of the reactivity balance calculation for start-up operation. The reactor power increases from the initial critical point at 3W up to the rated power of 100kW within 10min. The residual reactivity is calculated by comparing the kinetic reactivity with the rod position and feedback reactivities.
The Xe buildup reactivity and the inlet temperature reactivity are negligibly small. The reactivity balance for this case indicates the possibility of detecting represents the limit of scattering of the residual reactivity data seen in Fig . 2 The random scattering of the residual reactivity about the zero reactivity line may be attributed to fluctuations in power, and in coolant inlet temperature as also to inaccuracies in control rod position determination.
The power fluctuations at full rated power (100kW) are shown in Fig. 6 
